Daily Assignment

Announcement: No movie tonight.

due: Wednesday, October 8, 10 am

no reading

1. Your final paper is due for next class. For your revisions use my comments on your second draft and my comments in today’s (Monday) class. Make sure that your and your group partner’s parts match well together.
   For the hand in of the paper
   (a) hand in your final draft as hard-copy (one paper per group). On this draft indicate at the sides which section was written by whom. (If you worked on a certain section together, simply indicate that by listing both of your names.)
   (b) hand in as hardcopy your first and second drafts with comments
   (c) submit your final paper electronically to turnit-in. (see daily assignment for Oct. 1). As before submit for each group one paper (your common paper) for the class “foundsem_f2003”. This time submit your paper to the assignment “Revision 2” under “Project II: Scientist in Past”.

2. Do you have any comments?